Watch-to-Learn: Video Response

Learning by watching is the easiest way, especially if you take the time before, during & after to THINK. The best way to do this is save speaking for last! Kūpuna remind us to learn this way...

New Words to Know (before viewing)
1. ________________ – __________________________
2. ________________ – __________________________
3. ________________ – __________________________

Listen (during viewing) .............................................................& THINK!
Before books, Hawaiians & others learned by listening & memorizing vast amounts of knowledge. To try it yourself while you watch this video, do this:
• Get comfortable in your desk & make sure you can see easily
• Clear your mind of other thoughts – you will have time for that later
• Trust yourself to remember things you want to think about or share
• Give yourself several minutes to think quietly when the video ends

Read & Write (after viewing) .............................................................& THINK!
When Hawaiians were given books, almost everyone learned to read & loved it! Within 2 decades 95% of the people read better than students now. Perhaps this is because they put their memories to so much use. Try it! Write the ideas, questions or comments about this video that are uppermost in your mind here:

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Now think of things you have read that have something to do with what you just wrote. Compare these ideas & write more of your thoughts here:

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Speak! .............................................................& LISTEN MORE!
Only after listening, observing & thinking carefully, students in Hawai‘i long ago would speak when it was their turn. Try it their way:
• choose your most important thought or question & say it when asked
• listen & observe how others respond to what you said
• think about your ideas and others' ideas – what has meaning to you?

What wisdom have you gained now? Commit this treasure to your memory.
Watch-to-Learn: Video Response
for: ____________________________

Before, during & after THINK. The best way to do this is save speaking for last! Kūpuna remind us to learn this way…

New Words to Know (before viewing)
1. __________________ – ___________________________________________
2. __________________ – ___________________________________________
3. __________________ – ___________________________________________
4. __________________ – ___________________________________________

Listen (during viewing)…………………………………………………………& THINK!
• Get comfortable in your desk & make sure you can see easily
• Clear your mind of other thoughts – you will have time for that later
• Trust yourself to remember things you want to think about or share
• Give yourself several minutes to think quietly when the video ends

Read & Write (after viewing) ……………………………………………………& THINK!
Write the ideas, questions or comments about this video that are uppermost in your mind here:
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Now think of things you have read that have something to do with what you just wrote. Compare these ideas & write more of your thoughts here:
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Speak! ……………………………………………………………………………& LISTEN MORE!
• choose your most important thought or question & say it when asked
• listen & observe how others respond to what you said
• think about your ideas and others’ ideas – what has meaning to you?

What wisdom have you gained now? Commit this treasure to your memory.